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1. Write the summary of any one of the following passages: (10) 

 
a. Famine came, ghastly, staggering, horrible beyond words. In Malabar, in Bijapur, in Orissa, and, above 

all, in the rich and fertile province of Bengal, men and women and little children died in their thousands 

daily for lack of food. They dropped down dead before the palaces of Calcutta, their corpses lay in the 

mud-huts of Bengal's innumerable villages and covered the roads and fields of its rural areas. Men were 

dying all over the world and killing each other in battle; usually a quick death, often a brave death, death 

for a cause, death with a purpose, death which seemed in this mad world of ours an inexorable logic of 

events, a sudden end to the life we could not mould or control. Death was common enough everywhere.  

But here death had no purpose, no logic, no necessity; it was the result of man's incompetence and 

callousness, man-made, a slow creeping thing of horror with nothing to redeem it, life merging and fading 

into death, with death looking out of the shrunken eyes and withered frame while life still lingered for a 

while. And so it was not considered right or proper to mention it; it was not good form to talk or write of 

unsavoury topics. To do so was to 'dramatize' an unfortunate situation. False reports were issued by those 

in authority in India and in England. But corpses cannot easily be overlooked; they come in the way… 

…Something was done at last. Some relief was given. But a million had died, or two millions, or three; no 

one knows how many starved to death or died of disease during those months of horror. No one knows of 

the many more millions of emaciated boys and girls and little children who just escaped death then, but 

are stunted and broken in body and spirit. And still the fear of wide-spread famine and disease hovers 

over the land.  

 

b. The most important day I remember in all my life is the one on which my teacher, Anne Mansfield 

Sullivan, came to me. I am filled with wonder when I consider the immeasurable contrasts between the 

two lives which it connects. It was the third of March, 1887, three months before I was seven years old. 

On the afternoon of that eventful day, I stood on the porch, dumb, expectant. I guessed vaguely from my 

mother's signs and from the hurrying to and fro in the house that something unusual was about to happen, 

so I went to the door and waited on the steps. The afternoon sun penetrated the mass of honeysuckle that 

covered the porch, and fell on my upturned face. My fingers lingered almost unconsciously on the 

familiar leaves and blossoms which had just come forth to greet the sweet southern spring. I did not know 

what the future held of marvel or surprise for me. Anger and bitterness had preyed upon me continually 

for weeks and a deep languor had succeeded this passionate struggle. Have you ever been at sea in a 

dense fog, when it seemed as if a tangible white darkness shut you in, and the great ship, tense and 

anxious, groped her way toward the shore with plummet and sounding-line, and you waited with beating 

heart for something to happen? I was like that ship before my education began, only I was without 

compass or sounding-line, and had no way of knowing how near the harbor was. "Light! Give me light!" 

was the wordless cry of my soul, and the light of love shone on me in that very hour. I felt approaching 

footsteps, I stretched out my hand as I supposed to my mother. Someone took it, and I was caught up and 

held close in the arms of her who had come to reveal all things to me, and, more than all things else, to 

love me 


